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Abstract

Two 40-year meteorological datasets are used to drive the Model of Ozone and Re-
lated Tracers chemical transport model, version 2 (MOZART2) in hindcast simulations.
One dataset is from the National Center for Environmental Prediction/National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanalysis, the second dataset uses mete-5

orology from the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM3) forced with observed inter-
annually varying sea surface temperatures. All emissions, except those from lightning
are annually constant. Analysis of these simulations is from 1979–1999, due to mete-
orological discontinuities in the NCEP reanalysis during the 1970s. The meteorology
using CAM3 captures observed trends in temperature, water vapor, precipitation and10

cloudiness; the simulation using NCEP meteorology does not. This paper examines
the regional and global interannual variability of various chemical and meteorological
fields: CO, OH, O3 and HNO3, the surface photolysis rate of NO2 (as a proxy for
overhead cloudiness), lightning NO emissions, water vapor, planetary boundary layer
height, and temperature. The variability due to changes in emissions is not considered15

in this analysis. In both the NCEP and CAM3 simulations the relative variability of CO,
OH, O3 and HNO3 are qualitatively similar, with variability maxima both in the trop-
ics and the high latitudes. Locally, relative variability generally ranges between 3 and
10%; globally the tropospheric variability generally ranges from half to one percent,
but can be higher. For most fields the leading Empirical Orthogonal Function explains20

approximately 10% of the variability and correlates significantly with El Niño. In both
simulations the first principal component of a multiple tracer, globally averaged analysis
shows a strong coupling between surface temperature, measures of the hydrological
cycle, CO and OH, but is not correlated with El Niño. In both simulations we examine
the global response of the selected variables to changes in global surface temperature,25

and compare with a climate simulation over the 21st century.
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1 Introduction

Projections of future climate change and air quality rely on predicted changes in atmo-
spheric composition. How confident can we be in these predictions? This question can
be partially addressed by using predictive models in hindcast experiments: a failure
to simulate historical changes in chemical composition suggests a low confidence in5

predictions of future change. An accurate chemical hindcast will simulate the chemi-
cal response to interannual changes in the meteorology and emissions superimposed
on a changing climate. As a first step this paper analyzes hindcasts of the chemical
variability solely due to changes in meteorology and climate.

Significant interannual variations have been observed for many tropospheric species10

including ozone (e.g., Prather and et al., 2001), methane (e.g., Bousquet et al., 2006),
OH (e.g., Bousquet et al., 2005), carbon monoxide (e.g., Edwards et al., 2004) and ni-
trous oxide (e.g., Nevison et al., 2007). There is little doubt that variability in emissions
plays an important role in the observed chemical variability. However, assuming all
variability can be ascribed to changes in emissions leads to false conclusions: much15

of the equatorial ozone change during the 1997–1998 El Niño can be explained by
meteorological effects despite the dramatic increase in Indonesian fires during the El
Niño year of 1997 (Sudo and Takahashi, 2001); a significant fraction of the variability
of ozone in the Northern Hemisphere can be explained by the Arctic Oscillation (AO)
(Hess and Lamarque, 2007; Lamarque and Hess, 2004); the interannual variability in20

carbon monoxide measured at several Atlantic Ocean stations between 1991 and 1993
is largely explained by interannual changes in transport (Allen et al., 1996); meteorolog-
ical change has also been shown to be an important driver of interannual fluctuations
of surface methane (Warwick et al., 2002; Chen and Prinn, 2005).

Besides the variability in meteorological fields and emissions, the impact of climate25

trends should not be neglected in hindcasts of chemical variables. The interannual
variability of global temperature and water vapor is comparable to the long-term trend
in these quantities over the last 40 years; globally averaged temperature has increased
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by approximately 0.6 ◦K since 1960, and precipitable water vapor has increased by
approximately 0.4 mm per decade between 1998 and 2003 (Trenberth et al., 2005).
The effect of these long-term trends on constituent fields has not been quantified, but
may be important.

Hindcast simulations of atmospheric composition require long-term meteorological5

datasets. Meteorological reanalysis products (e.g., the National Center for Environ-
mental Prediction/National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCEP/NCAR) reanaly-
sis) based on meteorological observations are an obvious choice (Kalnay et al., 1996).
However, as reanalysis products are not available for future projections, it is also sen-
sible to base hindcasts on the meteorology generated from a general circulation model10

(GCM). Both these options, however, are encumbered by a number of problems which
act to limit their usefulness.

Constituent variability and transport driven by GCM winds is affected by model bias
(for a discussion of biases in the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCM3)
see Collins et al., 2006). In addition, GCM winds cannot reproduce the episodic mete-15

orology as observed during a specific field campaign. However, GCMs capture many
observed large-scale observed meteorological changes when driven with observed
sea-surface temperatures (SSTs).

Reanalysis datasets generally capture the episodic meteorology observed during
a particular field campaign but suffer from temporal changes in the observational net-20

work. This is particularly the case with the advent of satellite observations in the
1970s. Prior to the establishment of the global observing system in 1979, observa-
tional records have considerable deficiencies (Bengtsson et al., 2004). The advent of
satellite observations marks a discontinuity in the meteorological dataset. However,
even after 1979 major problems have been noted in the means, variability and trends25

in the NCEP/NCAR reanalysis as well as in the European Centre for Medium Range
Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) 40 year reanalysis (ERA40) datasets (Trenberth et al.,
2005). Bengtsson et al. (2004) concludes that climate trends cannot be reliably de-
duced from reanalysis data. The study by Mahowald et al. (2002) deduced that the
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reasons for the decadal changes in transport predicted by a model driven by analyzed
winds were probably not robust, suggesting that a more systematic analysis is nec-
essary. On the other hand Bowman and Erukhimova (2004) show that the transport
characteristics in the NCEP reanalysis are generally similar to those in NCAR Commu-
nity Climate Model, but with noticeable differences in the tropics.5

There is an additional role hindcast experiments can fulfill. On regional scales the
planning and interpretation of chemical field campaigns necessitates an appreciation
of the interannual variability of the measured constituents, yet this variability is poorly
known in most locations. The set of experiments described below will help to quantify
the expected meteorological variability.10

In this paper we report on the interannual variability in two idealized hindcast chemi-
cal simulations. The emissions are kept annually constant in these simulations in order
to isolate the role of meteorology. This paper examines some of the drawbacks and
advantages of these two types of meteorological datasets. We examine the variability
on the regional and global scales, determine the extent to which climate trends affect15

the variability and analyze the sensitivity of the variability to the input meteorological
dataset. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the simulations and
Sect. 3 gives the analysis techniques. We present regional patterns of spatial vari-
ability in Sect. 4 and the large scale variability in Sect. 5. The role of climate induced
variability is given in Sect. 6. The paper concludes with conclusions and discussion in20

Sect. 7.
We examine the variability on the regional and global scales, determine the extent

to which climate trends affect the variability and analyze the sensitivity of the variability
to the input meteorological dataset. The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 de-
scribes the simulations and Sect. 3 gives the analysis techniques. We present regional25

patterns of spatial variability in Sect. 4 and the large scale variability in Sect. 5. The role
of climate induced variability is given in Sect. 6. The paper concludes with conclusions
and discussion in Sect. 7.
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2 Simulations

In the simulations described below two 40-year meteorological datasets are used to
drive the Model of Ozone and Related Tracers chemical transport model, version
2 (MOZART2) in hindcast simulations. For reasons described below these simula-
tions are analyzed in detail only after 1979. One meteorological dataset is from the5

NCEP/NCAR reanalysis dataset. Meteorological fields for the second simulation are
generated using the Community Atmosphere Model (CAM3) forced with observed inter-
annually varying SSTs. Constraining GCMS with fixed SSTs tightly constrains certain
aspects of the simulations, in particular changes in water vapor (Soden, 2000). The
emissions and chemistry are identical in the two simulations.10

The input meteorology affects the concentration of chemical constituents through
transport, washout and chemical reaction rates. The latter depends on the input tem-
perature, water vapor and clouds (impacting photolysis rates). In each meteorological
dataset the input meteorological fields are spectrally truncated to T42 (Triangular 42)
and interpolated onto the MOZART-2 grid, approximately 2.8◦ in longitude and latitude.15

Each meteorological dataset has 26 vertical levels, although the vertical levels differ
somewhat between the datasets. MOZART-2 rediagnoses the convective mass fluxes,
the subgrid scale boundary layer transport and precipitation from the input meteorolog-
ical fields (Mahowald et al., 1997; Rasch et al., 1997). Dry convection and boundary
layer mixing is represented using the parameterization of Holtslag and Boville (1993).20

Moist convective transport is pararameterized using the Hack (1994) scheme for shal-
low and mid-level convection and a modified version of the Zhang and McFarlane
(1995) scheme for deep moist convection. The moisture is prognostic in the model,
except for the surface fluxes, which are taken from the meteorological input fields.

MOZART-2 is described in detail in Horowitz et al. (2003). The source of NOx from25

lightning is parameterized following. Price et al. (1997) and depends on the diag-
nosed convective cloud height and the cold cloud thickness. The vertical distribution of
the NOx source follows a C-shape profile following Pickering et al. (1998). The strato-
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spheric boundary conditions are specified for a number of species including O3, HNO3,
CO and CH4. In particular, ozone is relaxed in the stratosphere to climatological values.
Photolysis rates are based on a look-up table and are affected by clouds through the
parameterization of Chang (1987). The emissions used in these simulations are valid
for 1997 and are from the Precursors of Ozone and their Effects in the Troposphere5

(POET) Project (Olivier et al., 1999). Isoprene and terpene emissions are prespecified
and are taken from the Global Emissions Inventory Activity (Guenther et al., 1995).
Methane is fixed at the lower boundary to prevent a long timescale chemical drift in the
simulations. Washout is specified using a modified version of the Giorgi and Chamei-
des scheme (Giorgi and Chameides, 1985) (for details see Horowitz et al., 2003). We10

do not specifically evaluate the model simulations here. First, this has been done in
depth in previous work (Horowitz et al., 2003; Emmons et al., 2003; Tie et al., 2003);
second, the goal of this paper is to compare and contrast the variability using two mete-
orological input datasets under a constant emission scenario, rendering a comparison
with long term observational datasets difficult and outside the scope of this study. Ac-15

tual emissions undergo substantial interannual variability with pronounced long-term
trends.

3 Analysis

A large number of output variables are archived during the course of the 40 year runs.
Out of necessity we have been selective in the number of chemical and meteorological20

variables to analyze (see Table 1). The analyzed chemical constituents (OH, O3, HNO3,
and CO) have been broadly selected to be representative of changes in the chemi-
cal system. The hydroxyl radical OH and O3 are central in determining tropospheric
chemistry and composition. Ozone is also a regulated air pollutant and a radiatively
important gas. HNO3 acts as a reservoir species for odd nitrogen and in addition is25

highly soluble. Thus it acts as a chemical marker of the sensitivity of wet deposition to
changes in precipitation. CO is a tracer of combustion and acts as a generic marker
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for anthropogenic hydrocarbons.
The physical variables analyzed have been chosen for their affect on the chemical

system. These variables include surface temperature, water vapor, planetary boundary
layer height, the photolysis rate of NO2→NO (JNO2) at the surface, the production of
NO emissions from lightning and precipitation. Surface temperature is important for5

diagnosing changes in climate, but also affects chemical reaction rates, and modifies
atmospheric water vapor through the Clausius-Clapeyron equation. Water vapor plays
a crucial role in tropospheric chemistry through its role in the loss of ozone and the
production of OH. The relative insensitivity of JNO2 to the overhead ozone column
suggest that JNO2 is a sensitive marker for total overhead cloudiness. Boundary layer10

height impacts the surface concentrations of emitted species and thus plays a key role
in the chemistry of the troposphere. The production of NO by lightning is sensitive to
convection and is an important source of upper tropospheric ozone (Labrador et al.,
2004). Finally precipitation is important for the wash out of soluble species, as well as
a sensitive indicator of shifts in circulation.15

Empirical orthogonal functions (EOF) (also known as principal component analysis,
PCA) are used to analyze both the simulation using NCEP meteorology (SNCEP) and
the simulation using CAM meteorology (SCAM). This analysis gives orthogonal sets
of intercorrelated variables obtained from the eigenvectors and eigenvalues of the cor-
relation matrix. The first EOF contains the dominant proportion of the variability, and20

each EOF thereafter contains less variability (Wilks, 2007).

4 Regional variability

We begin our analysis by showing the spatial structure of the constituent variability.
In particular we show the relative variability defined as the standard deviation of the
monthly anomalies (the monthly value minus the mean of all years for that month)25

divided by the mean. EOF analysis is then used to examine the spatial structure of
the variability and relate it to meteorological indexes of variability. We only analyze the
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simulations from 1979–1999 due to significant trends in the reanalysis prior to 1979
(see Sect. 5.1). Zhou and Sanso (2008) have applied statistical methods to determine
if the two simulations are statistically the same.

4.1 Zonal averages

Cross sections of the relative interannual variability of CO, OH, O3 and HNO3 are5

shown in Fig. 1. Except for OH and HNO3 in the polar regions, the zonal average
of the relative variability tends to range between a few and 10% for these species.
The variability pattern is generally similar in SCAM and SNCEP although some notable
differences do occur (e.g., for ozone in the S.H.). The variability in the two simulations
is of the same magnitude, although it tends to be somewhat larger in SNCEP.10

The relative variability tends to be comparatively high in the tropics, with a local max-
imum in variability near the equator in all fields and for both simulations. The high
tropical variability may be due to a combination of several factors: 1) large meridional
species gradients tend to occur in the tropics due to the predominance of N.H. emis-
sions and the slow meridional mixing at the surface; 2) the variability of the meridional15

stream function has a pronounced maximum in the tropics (e.g., due to the location of
the intertropical convergence zone) (Kallberg et al., 2005); 3) at low levels (850 hPa
and lower) wind vectors tend to show maximum interannual variability near the equator
(Kallberg et al., 2005). The local upper troposphere tropical maxima in OH, HNO3 and
O3 suggests high variability associated with convective outflow and may also be related20

to the variability in the meridional stream function or fluctuations in lightning NOx.
The fields examined tend to have a variability minimum in midlatitude regions. CO

and O3 have a pronounced mid-latitude minimum near 50◦ in both hemispheres. The
upward and poleward orientation of this minimum suggests this feature involves the
quasi-isentropic transport by mid-latitude synoptic eddies. All fields also have compar-25

atively high variability in the high latitudes of both hemispheres.
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4.2 Latitude-longitude maps

Figure 2 shows latitude-longitude sections of the interannual variability of CO and O3
during JJA in SCAM. We first concentrate on the N.H. summer months as this is the
season when air pollution is usually at its worst. The variability in SCAM and SNCEP is
generally similar. Locally relative variability maxima can reach 20%, but variability be-5

tween 3 and 10% is more common. As shown in Fig. 1, the variability maximizes near
the equator for both CO and ozone in both simulations. However, Fig. 2 shows some
interesting zonal asymmetries. First, for the most part the equatorial variability tends to
be relatively small over the Atlantic basin, and to maximize within the Pacific and Indian
Oceans. This may be linked to variability associated with El Niño Southern Oscillation10

(ENSO) or to interhemispheric transport variability which appears to maximize in the
Pacific (e.g. Hartley and Black, 1995). Second, the maximum relative variability at the
surface tends to occur over the oceans, perhaps due to low species surface concentra-
tions over the ocean. Third, particularly in SCAM and SNCEP, high surface variability
in mid-latitudes emanates from the major N.H. pollution regions across the Pacific and15

Atlantic oceans. Fourth, at 500 hPa the CO variability maximum tends to be located
over tropical emission regions. In contrast the highest ozone variability at 500 hPa has
a larger latitudinal range and predominantly occurs over the Pacific.

The variability of ozone over major emission regions is of interest in designing and
monitoring effective air pollution strategies. While extreme events, such as the effect of20

the high ozone values during the 2003 European heat wave (Fischer et al., 2004) are
notable, the results of these simulations suggest relatively modest interannual variation
in ozone over the major emission regions. We find the relative standard deviation of
ozone over the Eastern U.S. is less than 10% in SCAM and SNCEP; over Europe the
interannual variability is also less than 10% in SCAM, but reaches values of 10–20%25

in SNCEP. Vukovich (1997) found an interannual standard deviation of maximum daily
ozone of between approximately 5 and 10 ppbv at 4 study sites over the Eastern half of
the US during a 5 year study. Assuming 70 ppbv for the mean maximum daily ozone,
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this gives a relative variability in the range between 7 and 14%, similar in range to
our study. Andersson et al. (2007) found the interannual relative standard deviation of
ozone over Europe between April and September ranges from less than 1% to a little
greater than 5%.

The interannual variability during DJF differs in detail from JJA, but is not qualitatively5

different (Fig. 3). The maximum ozone variability shifts from the N.H. during JJA to
the S.H. during DJF, but the overall variability of CO does not exhibit a large-scale
hemispheric shift. Pronounced regional differences in variability do occur between DJF
and JJA. For example, over Indonesia, the variability of CO tends to be substantially
larger during DJF than JJA both at the surface and at 500 hPa. Over Eastern North10

America, Europe and to some extent China the surface variability of CO and ozone
during DJF maximizes over the land with oceanic minimum; during JJA the highest
variability tends to occur over the oceans.

4.3 Empirical orthoganol functions

EOFs were generated for the period 1979–1999 for all analyzed fields. For multilevel15

fields we used data on four pressure levels for the EOF analysis: the surface, 850 hPa,
500 hPa and 312 hPa. Fields were weighted with Gaussian weights before the EOFs
were calculated, but no altitudinal weighting was used. The variance explained by the
leading EOF for any of the variables examined is approximately 10% or less (Table 1).
Also given in Table 1 is the correlation of the EOFS with El Niño, NAO and with year.20

If the 2nd EOF correlates better with El Niño than the first, its correlation and variance
explained are given in parenthesis. We use SST anomalies from the Niño-3.4 region for
our index of El Niño (Trenberth and Stepaniak, 2001), the NAO climate index is from
Hurrell (1995) for the NCEP simulations, and the first EOF of North Atlantic surface
pressures for the CAM simulation.25

The North Atlantic Oscillation (or the related Arctic Oscillation) is a dominant mode of
N.H. extratropical meteorological variability, and has been shown to modify the variabil-
ity of a number of chemical constituents (e.g., Hess and Lamarque, 2007; Lamarque
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and Hess, 2004; Eckhardt et al., 2003; Creilson et al., 2003; Creilson et al., 2005).
However, the correlations between any of the EOFs and this mode of variability are
generally not significant (except for HNO3 in SNCEP).

ENSO is a dominant mode of global meteorological variability and dominates the
interannual variability of precipitable water (Trenberth et al., 2005). Trenberth et5

al. (2005) finds that both the precipitable water and the precipitable water variability
in the NCEP reanalysis are biased low. SCAM generally has less precipitable water
than SNCEP and comparable variability. See Hack et al. (2006) for a discussion of the
hydrological cycle in CAM.

The highest correlations between the 1st (or 2nd ) EOF and El Niño (R>0.7) are10

found in both model simulations for ozone, water vapor, precipitable water and bound-
ary layer height (Table 1). Both simulations also give significant correlations (R>0.3)
for OH, CO and the photolysis rate of NO2. However, the simulations differ in their rela-
tionship between El Niño and total precipitation and lightning NOx, emissions: SNCEP
has a high correlation between El Niño and the 1st EOF of precipitation (in SCAM it15

is insignificant) while SCAM has a significant correlation between El Niño and the 1st
EOF of lightning NOx (in SNCEP it is insignificant).

Figure 4 shows the correlation in SNCEP and SCAM between ozone at 312 hPa and
the first EOF timeseries with a significant correlation with El Niño. Figure 4 shows
a similar pattern to that reported by Peters et al. (2001) and Doherty et al. (2006).20

We obtain similar, albeit higher correlations when we use tropospheric column ozone
for our EOF analysis (not shown). These results are also consistent with a number
of observational studies showing a strong relationship between tropical ozone column
and ENSO (e.g., Ziemke and Chandra, 2003; Ziemke and Chandra, 1999). The EOF
correlations in SNCEP and SCAM differ most markedly in the western Pacific, where25

SCAM shows a much weaker signal over Indonesia.
Several of the EOFs show modest correlations with time, especially in the SNCEP

simulation (Table 1). Correlations of various fields with time are examined in more
detail in Sect. 5.4. We do not further explore the spatial distributions of the EOFs as
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they explain very little of the simulated variability.

5 Large scale variability

In this section we examine the interannual variability in the SCAM and SNCEP simula-
tions on the large scale: either globally, or within the tropics. In this analysis the three
dimensional variables have been density weighted and averaged between the surface5

and 280 hPa. On hemispheric and global scales the effect of interannual changes in
meteorology on constituent variability is also not well known although a number of
studies suggest it is important. Dentener et al. (2003) suggests that much of the in-
terannual variability in methane can be ascribed to large scale interannual changes
in water vapor while (Doherty et al., 2006 and references therein) shows large scale10

global changes in tropospheric constituent burdens correlate with El Niño.

5.1 Variability in global concentration burdens

Timeseries of the selected globally averaged chemical and meteorological variables
are given in Fig. 5 for the period 1960 to 2000. Significant changes are apparent in
the timeseries of some variables between 1970 and 1980. This can likely be attributed15

to the incorporation of satellite data into the NCEP analysis during this period. The
most apparent change is in the planetary boundary layer height, but obvious trends
also occur in the NO2 photolysis rate (reflecting changes in cloud cover) and possibly
surface ozone. Large trends are also evident in the timeseries of EOFs during over this
time period (not shown). It is for these reasons we have restricted our analysis to the20

period between 1979 and 1999.
The average, standard deviation and relative standard deviation of the analyzed glob-

ally averaged variables are given in Table 2. The global average of the variables in
SCAM and SNCEP are generally similar, with differences between the model simula-
tions of less than 5%. Exceptions are the planetary boundary layer height, and most25
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notably the lightning NOx emissions, where the SNCEP global average is about half
that in CAM. For the trace constituents the global relative standard deviation generally
ranges from one half percent to a maximum of almost 7.6% for lightning NOx emissions
in SNCEP. The relative standard deviation of lightning NOx is about three times higher
in SNCEP than in SCAM, although in both simulations this quantity has the highest5

relative standard deviation of any of the fields examined. Other fields with significantly
different variability between the simulations include precipitation, planetary boundary
layer height and ozone, all with greater variability in SNCEP. The relative standard de-
viation of precipitable water, OH and HNO3 is about 1% in both sets of simulations.

The relative global variability of OH in both simulations is significantly less than the10

variability of OH inferred from methyl chloroform measurements. The latter, which im-
plicitly accounts for the variability due to changes in emissions, is often estimated to be
in the range of 10% (Bousquet et al., 2005; Prinn et al., 2005). However, Dentener et
al. (2003) suggests interdecadal and interannual changes in OH must be significantly
less than inferred from the methyl chloroform measurements: the large variability is15

difficult to reconcile with the methane budget. In a study of the methane budget Wang
et al. (2004) found OH variations on the order of a few percent using fixed stratospheric
ozone columns (as were used here). The results from both SNCEP and SCAM, both
driven solely by meteorological variability, are consistent with the low end of OH vari-
ability.20

5.2 Relation to meteorological indexes of variability

Table 3 gives the correlation between El Niño and the analyzed fields averaged either
globally or in the tropics. SCAM and SNCEP give different responses. Except for
tropical surface temperature, none of the analyzed variables in SNCEP is significantly
correlated with El Niño. In contrast, besides the significant correlation between surface25

temperature and El Niño, SCAM also has significant correlations with tropical planetary
boundary layer height, lightning NOx, HNO3 and ozone. The negative correlation with
the ozone burden in SCAM is consistent with the results of Doherty et al. (2006) based
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on the STOCHEM model coupled with the Hadley Centre GCM. However, Doherty et
al. (2006) also find a strong tropical and global correlation between the tropospheric
OH burden and El Niño, which we find in neither simulation. The different chemical
responses to El Niño, which range from the very weak response in SNCEP to the large
global response reported in Doherty et al. (2006), are not well understood, but would5

benefit from simulations across a wide number of models. Our simulations suggest
that neither globally or tropically averaged OH is driven by the meteorological variability
associated with El Niño. Based on observations (Prinn et al., 2001) suggests a tenuous
negative relationship between El Niño and OH, although this conclusion is coupled with
changes in emissions. Dentener et al. (2003) finds little connection between OH and10

ENSO.
Surface ozone is negatively correlated with the NAO in both SCAM and SNCEP

(Table 4). These correlations are consistent with the negative ozone correlations north
of 50◦ N found in Hess and Lamarque (2007). With the exception of precipitable water
in SCAM, no other variable has a significant correlation with the NAO in the N.H. On15

the global scale OH, CO and lightning NOx are correlated with the NAO index in SCAM,
suggesting the influence of the NAO may extend into the tropics.

5.3 Correlations between NCEP and SCAM

Figure 5 suggests that the timeseries for many of the variables are correlated between
SCAM and SNCEP on interannual timescales. The obvious reason for this is because20

the temporally varying SSTs used in the SCAM simulation (determined from measure-
ments) provide a strong external forcing on the simulation, in part due to the strong re-
lation between SST and integrated water vapor (Trenberth et al., 2005). Soden (2000)
shows that AMIP (Atmospheric Model Intercomparison Project) simulations forced with
observed tropical SSTs capture the observed tropical variations in temperature and25

water vapor.
The inter-model correlation between the variables in SCAM and SNCEP are given

in Table 5. In the tropics, there are strong correlations between the two simulations
3499
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in temperature, water vapor, lightning NOx, OH and CO. The relation between these
variables is explored in more detail in Sect. 5.5. Changes in tropical precipitation do
not correlate strongly with changes in SST in agreement with Soden (2000). For the
most part the correlation is the same when the variables are averaged global or solely
for the N.H., but not necessarily for the S.H. The correlations between the simulations5

for ozone, HNO3 and JNO2 are generally low, suggesting these fields are not strongly
regulated by sea-surface temperature.

5.4 Trends in global concentration burdens

Trends in the globally averaged variables in SNCEP and SCAM are given in Table 6.
The global long-term trends are significantly different between the two simulations. In10

accord with observations SCAM has a significant trend in temperature (approximately
1% yr−1) and precipitable water (approximately 0.3% yr−1). In an analysis based on
satellite observations Trenberth et al. (2005) finds precipitable water has increased by
approximately 0.1% yr−1 between 1988 and 2003. SNCEP shows a trend in neither
temperature nor water vapor. The NCEP reanalysis has been shown to have major15

problems in capturing the trend of water vapor over the oceans when compared with
data from the special sensor microwave imager (SSM/I) (Trenberth et al., 2005). Both
simulations show a significant increase in precipitation ranging from approximately
0.06%/decade in SCAM to 2%/decade in SNCEP. Wentz et al. (2007) report a mea-
sured increase of 1.4±0.5% decade−1 between 1987 and 2006. The photolysis rate20

of NO2 also shows a significant decrease in SCAM (−0.04%/yr) but not in SNCEP,
suggesting an associated increase in cloudiness in SCAM. Measured cloudiness in-
creases have been reported over the US between 1976 and 2004 (e.g., see Dai et al.,
2006, and references therein) and over the oceans between 1952 and 1995 (Norris,
1999). Lightning NOx emissions show similar increases in both SCAM and SNCEP.25

Significant differences also are evident in the trend of the chemical variables in
SNCEP and SCAM. Some of these differences are clearly linked to the differences
in the trend of the meteorological variables. As expected, the trend in water vapor
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in SCAM leads to a positive trend in OH and a negative trend in CO. We find an
OH trend of 0.05% per year in SCAM, and no significant trend in SNCEP. In a set
of methane simulations Wang et al. (2004) found an OH trend of 0.16%/yr with no
change in the stratospheric ozone column and 0.64% year taking stratospheric ozone
variations into account. Other modeling studies find OH trends of 0.43% year and5

0.26%/yr (Karlsdóttir and Isaksen, 2000; Dentener et al., 2003, respectively) when tak-
ing variations in emissions into account, where the latter study allowed for evolving
stratospheric ozone. Trends in OH inferred from methyl chloroform measurements are
somewhat ambiguous. Prinn et al. (2005) suggest a very small trend in OH (0.2%
[−0.4, +0.8] yr−1) between 1979 and 2003. Bousquet et al. (2006) gives a trend of10

−0.7% yr−1, and (Krol and Lelieveld, 2003) find essentially no trend.
Trends in HNO3 may be affected by both trends in the production of HNO3 (through

trends in OH and NOx) and trends in its loss, primarily through precipitation. SNCEP
(but not SCAM) has a negative trend in HNO3 (−1% yr−1), consistent with the increas-
ing trend in precipitation. Note that in SCAM both precipitation and OH increase, pos-15

sibly leading to offsetting forcings on the concentration of HNO3.
Interestingly, SNCEP has significant interdecadal variability in total tropospheric

ozone, as well as a significant trend (7.17e-2 ppbv yr−1), not captured in SCAM. This
trend is also apparent in surface ozone (4.8e-2 pbbv yr−1). Most of the trend has oc-
curs since 1990, with ozone increases of approximately 0.25 ppbv yr−1 or 5% yr−1. In20

the last thirty years the ozone trends have shown considerable regional and temporal
variability (Oltmans et al., 2006). However, a number of remote sites with frequent
measurements have shown significant increases during the 1990s. Measurements at
high altitude sites over Europe (the Jungfraujoch and Zugspitze) show large ozone
increases since the early 1990s (Ordonez et al., 2007) with seasonal ozone trends25

between 0.15 and 0.25 ppbv yr−1 (when one excludes the summer season). Zbinden
et al. (2006) obtains a linear ozone increase from the MOZAIC programme (Measure-
ments of Ozone, Water Vapour, Carbon Monoxide and Nitrogen Oxides by In-Service
Airbus Aircraft) between 1994 and 2002 of 0.7% yr−1 over Frankfurt, 0.8% yr−1 over
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Japan, 1.1%/yr over New York and 1.6% yr−1 over Paris. Jaffe and Ray (2007) exam-
ined ozone trends from 11 rural and remote sites in the north and western US, with
significant ozone trends between approximately 0.05 and 0.5 ppbv yr−1 at 9 out of the
11 sites. Simmonds et al. (2004) reports an ozone trend at the Mace Head site be-
tween 1987 and 2003 of 0.49 ppbv yr−1. The results with NCEP suggest a substantial5

ozone increase during the 1990s solely due to meteorological variability The cause of
this ozone increase is currently being investigated (Hess et al., 2009, in preparation),
but is outside the scope of the present work.

5.5 Correlation amongst variables

Correlation between the global timeseries (from 1979–1999) of the different analyzed10

variables in SCAM and SNCEP are given in Tables 7 and 8, respectively. In SCAM
(Table 7) the correlation between many of the variables is highly significant. Sur-
face temperature and water vapor are highly correlated with every variable except for
ozone. The relationships between the variables in SNCEP (Table 8) are generally much
weaker. In SNCEP surface temperature is generally not as tightly coupled to the rest of15

the system as in SCAM. The lack of a correlation between surface temperature and pre-
cipitation is particularly notable. Correlations between ozone and the other analyzed
variables also differ between SCAM and SNCEP. Variations in tropospheric ozone are
significantly correlated with the many of the other analyzed variables in SNCEP and in
particular with lightning NOx emissions. The correlations in SCAM are much weaker.20

To assist in the analysis of Tables 7 and 8, we have made a principal component
analysis (PCA) of the global timeseries of the analyzed variables. Table 9 gives the
correlations between the first and second principal component and the timeseries of
each variable. The first global principal component in SCAM explains 57% of the in-
terannual variability. This mode explains most of the variance in surface temperature,25

water vapor, cloudiness, precipitation, lightning NOx emissions, OH and CO. This mode
is strongly correlated with year, consistent with the observed trend in water vapor and
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cloudiness (see Sect. 5.4). While the 1st EOF in SCAM is not significantly correlated
with either El Niño or ozone, the second principal component is correlated with both.
This is consistent with the strong relationship between El Niño and total ozone in CAM
(Table 3). The 2nd principal component explains approximately 20% of the total vari-
ability and most of the ozone variability.5

In NCEP the 1st global principal component explains approximately 42% of the vari-
ance and has a −0.33 correlation with year. This principal component is similar to
the 1st principal component in CAM except it is strongly correlated with ozone (both
at the surface and the tropospheric column), but is not correlated with precipitation.
The ozone variations are such that increases in water vapor correspond to increases10

in ozone, the opposite response that might be expected from climate forcing. The latter
signal is most likely the result of the pronounced increase in O3 since 1990 in SNCEP
(see Fig. 5). The second principal component in NCEP explains 29% of the variance
and has a −0.67 correlation with year. This mode explains much the variation in pre-
cipitation and HNO3 in SCAM. It has little resemblance to the 2nd principal component15

in SCAM. Neither principal component is correlated with El Niño in SNCEP, consistent
with the results presented in Table 3.

In both SNCEP and SCAM similar principal components are also apparent when
analyzing the fields only within the tropics (not shown). In both models the correlation
between the first mode of variability in the global and tropical analysis is greater than20

0.9. This suggests these modes are likely to be driven through tropical variability,
although not by El Niño.

6 Sensitivity to changes in climate variables

Slingo et al. (2000), following Cess et al. (1990) used the natural interannual variabil-
ity of the climate system to give an indication of the response of the system to the25

strength of the water vapor feedback. Here we use a similar methodology to explore
how the tropospheric burden of select species responds to changes in surface temper-
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ature. Across a wide spectrum of climate models changes in tropospheric water vapor
show a robust relationship to changes in surface temperature, following the Clausius
Clapeyron relationship of 7%/K (Held and Soden, 2006). This robust measure of cli-
mate change has proven to be useful in understanding the atmospheric response to
climate change.5

Figure 6 gives the percentage change of selected variables versus temperature in
the SCAM and SNCEP simulations. The linear slope of the percentage change in
the selected model variables against temperature change is summarized in Table 10.
Table 10 also gives the percentage change of selected variables versus temperature
when comparing a 2090–2100 simulation with a 1990–2000 simulation. The latter10

simulations are described in Murazaki and Hess (2006), and their setup is similar,
although not identical to the simulations described here. The sensitivity to temperature
change is calculated between all pairs of model years in the two simulations: one year
taken from the future simulation and one year from the 20th century simulation (i.e.,
100 different pairs). The mean and standard deviation of these individual sensitivity15

calculations is given in Table 10.
The error bounds for long term and short term changes in CAM overlap for O3, CO,

LNO, and PBLH; they do not overlap for OH, the surface photolysis of rate NO2, or
precipitation. Differences between the short and long-term responses in CAM are not
entirely unexpected. One might argue that while the present day variability is largely20

determined by tropical variability, future changes in temperature are expected to be
largely concentrated in the high latitudes. The trends also do not overlap for water va-
por. The short-term sensitivity of water vapor to temperature in SCAM is unexpectedly
high (9%/K). In contrast the long-term change over the 21st century is consistent with
Clausius-Clapeyron scaling (7%/K). Held and Soden (2006) show that the AR4 models25

obtain a response just slightly larger than one would expect from Clausius-Clapeyron
scaling.

The response of precipitation to surface temperature differs considerably between
the SCAM and SNCEP simulations, a result consistent with the EOF analysis (i.e.,
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Table 9). SCAM gives a strong correlation between precipitation and global surface
temperature with a slope of 4.6%/K, while NCEP shows no significant relation. The
AR4 models show substantial scatter in the relation between surface temperature and
precipitation, with a median slope of 1.7%/K (Held and Soden, 2006). The study of
Wentz et al. (2007), based on satellite observations, suggests precipitation increased5

by 6%/K between 1987 and 2006.
The production or loss of a number of chemical variables directly relate to water va-

por. In particular, the dominant production of HOx occurs through reaction of O1D and
water vapor. If one approximates the OH steady-state concentration as a balance be-
tween its primary production and loss pathways, ignoring the interconversions between10

OH and HO2, and assuming no correlation between ozone and water vapor (Q), then:

[OH]=
2j1k3

k2[M]L
[O3][Q]

where [OH], [O3] and [Q] are the average global concentrations, j1 is the photolysis
rate of O3 to O1D, k3 is the reaction rate of O1D with H2O, k2 the reaction of O1D with
an inert atmospheric molecule (M), L is the loss of OH through reaction with any other15

chemical species. Taking the derivative with respect to temperature (T ), and assuming
everything remains constant except water vapor, one obtains:

δ[OH]/[OH]=δ[Q]/[Q] ∼= 0.07δT

The relation with temperature follows from the expected Clausius-Clapeyron scaling.
Changes in globally averaged temperature explain 56% and 40% of the interannual20

variability of OH in SCAM and SNCEP, respectively (Fig. 6). In both simulations the
percent increase in OH is approximately 6.2%/K, somewhat less than one might expect
from Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. Changes in cloudiness, lightning NOx, and ozone will
obviously affect the overall scaling.

HNO3, whose primary production is through the reaction of OH and NO2 might also25

be expected to exhibit Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. However, the increase of HNO3 with
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temperature is approximately 4.0% in SCAM and SNCEP. About 16% of the interannual
variability in HNO3 can be explained by changes in temperature (Fig. 5). It is possible
that changes in precipitation and rainout mask any simple relation between HNO3 and
surface temperature.

Carbon monoxide might also be expected to exhibit Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. At5

steady-state the concentration of CO is determined primarily by its emissions (E ), pro-
duction (P ) from the oxidation of other species and loss through reaction with OH.
Assuming that [OH] and [CO] are not correlated this gives:

[CO]=
E + P
k4[OH]

Differentiating with respect to temperature and assuming that only [OH] changes gives:10

δ[CO]/[CO]=−δ[OH]/[OH] ∼= −0.07δT

The response in SCAM (−2.5%/K) and SNCEP (−1.8%/K) is considerably less than
estimated from Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. Note that while the emissions of CO occur
primarily in the middle to high latitudes of the N.H. the largest OH burden is in the
tropics.15

The response of lightning NOx emissions to climate change is of interest when eval-
uating the effect of a future climate on atmospheric chemistry. Both the short and
long-term simulations using CAM increase lighting NO emissions at a rate larger then
implied by Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. On the otherhand in SNCEP there is no sig-
nificant correlation between temperature change and lightning NOx emissions. The20

lack of correlation in NCEP may be related to the decoupling between temperature and
precipitation in NCEP (Fig. 6b).

The primary loss of ozone is through the reaction of O1D with water vapor (Eq. 1).
Therefore one might also expect ozone to exhibit Clausius-Clapeyron scaling. How-
ever, the response of ozone to temperature change is small in SCAM (−1.2%/K) and25

not significant in SNCEP. Ozone has a complex response to climate change: a pre-
dicted increase in stratospheric-tropospheric exchange in many models is counteracted
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by increased ozone destruction by water vapor (Stevenson et al., 2006). In addition,
over polluted regions most simulations of climate change predict increased ozone con-
centrations (e.g., Murazaki and Hess, 2006).

7 Summary

Hindcasts of chemical variability must inevitably utilize meteorology from meteorolog-5

ical reanalysis or meteorology from a general circulation model, where the latter may
be preferably constrained by observed SSTs. We analyze the long-term interannual
variability in two hindcast simulations using MOZART2 from 1979–1999: one driven by
the NCEP reanalysis data (SNCEP), the other driven by winds from a GCM (CAM3) in
a historical sea surface temperature simulation (SCAM). No annual changes in emis-10

sions were included in these hindcasts so variability can solely be attributed to the
meteorology. Differences in the global averages of the analyzed variables in the two
simulations are generally less than 5%. The global interannual relative variability in the
two simulations ranges from approximately one half percent to a maximum of almost
7.6% (lightning NOx emissions in SNCEP). The interannual variability of some fields is15

considerably different between the two simulations. Locally, relative interannual vari-
ability between 3 and 10% is common, although relative variability maxima for ozone
and CO reached 20% during JJA.

In conclusion, the following important points emerge from this study:

1. In an overall sense, the spatial pattern and magnitude of the variability are similar20

in SCAM and SNCEP. In both simulations the variability of the constituent fields
generally has an equatorial maximum and midlatitude or subtropical minimum.

2. Unrealistic changes in the trends of key variables in the NCEP reanalysis prior to
1979 suggests NCEP reanalysis must be treated with caution prior to this time.
Between 1979 and 1999 the trends in a number of key variables (temperature,25

water vapor and cloudiness) in NCEP do not match the trends in SCAM and are
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not supported by measurements. The SCAM simulation reproduces the sign of
observed trends in temperature, water vapor, precipitation and cloudiness since
1979. Both simulations simulate a positive trend in precipitation. Thus in SNCEP
there is a decoupling between the changes in temperature, humidity and cloudi-
ness and those of precipitation. Some of the disadvantages of using NCEP me-5

teorology in long-term simulations must be tempered by its value in the interpre-
tation and forecasts of episodic field campaigns (e.g., Arellano et al., 2007).

3. Global changes in CO, OH, O3 and HNO3 show a significant relationship to
changes in surface temperature (with exception of ozone in SNCEP), but the
response is less than predicted using simple arguments based on Clausius-10

Clapeyron scaling (7%/K). The response of OH (6%/K) is closest to that expected
from the scaling arguments, while the response of ozone (−1%/K in SCAM) is the
furthest. Note that in both the current and future climates lightning NOx emissions
in SCAM show a strong response to changes in surface temperature (greater than
7%/K). It is evident that feedbacks within the climate system modify the response15

of these species to changes in surface temperature.

4. Except for OH, precipitation and possibly water vapor, we find that the response
due to the short-term variability in surface temperature corresponds very closely
to longer-term changes over the 21st century. This suggests that understanding
natural variability in the current climate may illuminate future changes.20

5. Principal component analysis of global timeseries in SCAM and SNCEP reveals
a coupled meteorological and chemical response in the current climate which ex-
plains a large fraction of the variability of the examined variables (57% in SCAM,
42% in SNCEP). This mode highlights the physics whereby increases in surface
temperature drive increases in water vapor, precipitation, cloudiness, and light-25

ning NOx with concomitant changes in OH and CO. In SCAM this mode explains
most of the global variance in these fields. In SNCEP this mode of variability
is similar, although notably, it is associated with variability in ozone, but not with
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the variability precipitation. Differences in this mode of variability explain many of
their key differences between the simulations. In neither simulation is this mode
strongly correlated with El Niño.

6. Significant temporal trends in CO and OH occur in SCAM. These trends are re-
lated to trends in surface temperature through the global mode described above.5

The SNCEP simulation does not reproduce these changes. Both simulations
show significant trends in precipitation and lightning NOx.

7. SCNEP and SCAM show differing responses to El Niño. In SNCEP (but not in
SCAM) the 1st EOF in precipitation is highly correlated with El Niño, in SCAM
(but not in SNCEP) the 1st EOF in lightning NOx is highly correlated with El Niño.10

In both the tropics and globally SCAM shows a significant correlation between El
Niño and total ozone, while NCEP gives no significant correlation.

8. Ozone variability is very different in the SCAM and SNCEP simulations. As noted
above in SCAM ozone variability is largely controlled by El Niño. There is a weak
response of ozone to changes in surface temperature in SCAM, both during cur-15

rent conditions, but also when examined over the 21st century. In SNCEP, ozone
variations are largely explained by the 1st mode in the principal mode analysis of
the global timeseries, but in such a way that increases in ozone and water vapor
are positively correlated. These ozone variations are also not correlated with El
Niño. We believe that the correlation between this mode and ozone is likely due20

to the long-term ozone trend. Ozone variations are not correlated between the
SCNEP and SCAM simulations, suggesting that SST does not play a large role in
simultaneously forcing these variations.

The following recommendations and suggestions for further study emerge from this
study:25

1) Reanalysis data must be used with great care in chemical simulations. In some
cases climate models may do better in capturing chemical and meteorological trends.
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2) The response of chemistry model to El Niño show considerable discrepancy be-
tween this study and that of Doherty et al. (2006). These results and those of Doherty
et al. (2006) show a range of different chemical responses to El Niño. These range from
very weak in SNCEP to the large global response reported in the STOCHEM model.
The differences in this response are not well understood. Due to the importance of El5

Niño in the atmosphere system, additional hindcast simulations are necessary to better
understand the chemical response to El Niño.

3) Is the response of atmospheric composition (independent of changes in emis-
sions) to climate change robust across a wide variety of models? The relationships be-
tween surface temperature change and chemical changes obtained here for a number10

of variables are worth exploring in simulations in other models, both during present day
conditions, but also in simulations of future climate. For some variables the response
differs considerably between SCAM and SNCEP. These relationships appear to present
a succinct test of the response of the chemical system to meteorological variability and
change. To the extent these relationships do not follow the Clausius-Clapeyron scaling,15

they are a measure of the internal feedbacks within the model simulation.
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Table 1. Correlation (R) of the 1st EOF for each field with ENSO and time and variance
explained by the 1st EOF. If the 2nd EOF correlates better with ENSO then its correlation and
variance explained is given in parenthesis. Only values statistically significant at the 95% are
shown in the table. Values statistically significant at the 99% are shown in bold face. There are
252 samples for ENSO and time correlations, and 21 for the NAO correlation.

SCAM SNCEP

Field R with R with R with Variance R with R with R with Variance
ENSO NAO time explained (%) ENSO NAO time explained (%)

O3 0.34 NS NS 5.6 –0.75 NS NS 6.6
(0.70) (NS) (5.3)

CO –0.32 NS NS 10.9 0.18 NS –0.39 10.1
(–0.46) (–0.11) (7.0)

OH –0.44 NS –0.16 6.2 –0.50 NS –0.22 8.1
(0.46) (NS) (4.1) (0.69) (–0.35) (5.1)

HNO3 0.18 NS NS 5.3 0.12 0.69 NS 6.6
JNOa

2 0.84 NS NS 2.3 0.49 NS 0.25 5.3
LNOb –0.50 NS NS 5.1 NS NS 0.32 11.1
PBLHc –0.79 NS NS 3.8 –0.71 NS –0.16 3.8
PRECTd NS NS 0.13 7.1 0.85 NS NS 7.7
Qe 0.82 NS NS 7.96 0.87 NS –0.19 8.54

a Photolysis rate of NO2 at the surface; b Total source of lightning NOx; c Planetary Boundary
Layer Height; d Total Precipitation; e Water Vapor
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Table 2. Average, standard deviation (SD) and relative standard deviation (standard deviation
divided by the mean) of globally averaged variables in SCAM and SNCEP. Three dimension
variables are density weighted and averaged between the surface and 280 hPa. Three di-
mension quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc. The standard deviation is
calculated as the standard deviation of the monthly anomalies (the monthly value minus the
mean of all years for that month).

SCAM SNCEP

Average SD RSD Average SD RSD

O3 (ppbv) 46 0.192 0.00418 48.4 0.752 0.0155
CO (ppbv) 0.083 0.000449 0.00542 0.0847 0.000388 0.00458
OH (mole/mole×1015) 73.5 0.707 0.00962 70.4 0.847 0.012
HNO3 (pptv) 121 1.22 0.0101 121 1.49 0.0123
Sfc O3 (ppbv) 29.8 0.122 0.0041 31.2 0.468 0.015
Sfc T (C) 287 0.116 0.000403 287 0.121 0.00042
Sfc JNO2 (s−1×10−3) 2.43 0.00454 0.00187 2.39 0.00814 0.00341
LNOa (TgN/yr) 4.71 0.118 0.0251 2.79 0.211 0.0759
PBLHb (m) 528 1.76 0.00333 566 5.2 0.00919
PRECTc (mm/day) 2.42 0.0145 0.006 2.4 0.0389 0.0162
Qd(g/kg) 3.46 0.0411 0.0119 3.38 0.0361 0.0107

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total Precipitation; d

Water Vapor
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Table 3. Global and Tropical (−30◦ S–30◦ N) correlations between various variables in the
SCAM and SNEP simulations with ENSO. Three dimensional fields are density weighted, an-
nually averaged and averaged between the surface and 280 hPa. Only results significant at
the 95% confidence level are shown where results significant at 99% are bold faced. Three
dimension quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc.

Tropics Global

SNCEP SCAM SNCEP SCAM

O3 NS –0.78 NS –0.49
CO NS NS NS NS
OH NS NS NS NS
HNO3 NS 0.50 NS NS
Sfc O3 NS NS NS NS
Sfc T 0.48 0.59 NS NS
Sfc JNO2 NS NS NS NS
LNOa NS –0.43 NS NS
PBLH b NS 0.86 NS 0.65
PRECTc NS NS NS NS
Qd NS NS NS NS

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total
Precipitation; d Water Vapor
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Table 4. Global and Northern Hemisphere (30–90◦ N) correlations between various variables
in the SCAM and SNEP simulations with NAO. Three dimensional fields are density weighted,
annually averaged and averaged between the surface and 280 hPa. Only results significant at
the 95% are shown, and results significant at 99% are bold faced. Three dimension quantities
evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc.

Northern Hemisphere Global

SNCEP SCAM SNCEP SCAM

O3 NS NS NS NS
CO NS NS NS –0.52
OH NS NS NS 0.42
HNO3 NS NS NS NS
Sfc O3 –0.46 –0.49 NS NS
Sfc T NS NS NS NS
Sfc JNO2 NS NS NS NS
LNOa NS NS NS 0.63
PBLHb NS NS NS NS
PRECTc NS NS NS NS
Qd NS 0.44 NS NS

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total
Precipitation; d Water Vapor
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Table 5. Correlations between the SNCEP and SCAM simulations: global, tropical (−30◦–30◦),
N.H. (30◦–90◦) and S.H. (−90◦ S–30◦ N) correlations between the annually averaged integrated
variables in the two simulations. Three dimensional fields are density weighted and averaged
between the surface and 280 hPa. Only results significant at the 95% are shown. Results
significant at the 99th percentile are shown in bold. Three dimension quantities evaluated at
the surface are prefixed with Sfc.

Global Tropical N.H. S.H.

O3 NS NS NS NS
CO 0.64 0.66 0.69 NS
OH 0.79 0.68 0.74 0.57
HNO3 NS NS NS NS
Sfc O3 –0.42 NS –0.36 NS
Sfc T NS 0.81 NS NS
Sfc JNO2 NS NS NS NS
LNOa 0.70 0.62 0.46 NS
PBLHb NS NS NS NS
PRECTc 0.58 NS NS NS
Qd 0.66 0.67 0.55 0.56

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total
Precipitation; d Water Vapor
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Table 6. Change in globally averaged selected variables with year in SCAM and SNCEP. Three
dimensional fields are density weighted and averaged between the surface and 280 hPa. Only
results significant at the 95% are shown. Results significant at the 99th percentile are shown
in bold. Three dimension quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc. The units of
the “change”/yr are the units given for each variable.

SCAM SNCEP

O3 (ppbv) NS 7.17E-02
CO (ppbv) –3.24E-05 NS
OH (mole/mole×1015) 5.26E-02 NS
HNO3 (pptv) NS –1.18E-01
Sfc O3 (ppbv) –9.10E-03 4.80E-02
Sfc T (C) 1.11E-02 NS
Sfc JNO2 (s−1×10−3) –4.14 10−4 NS
LNO (TgN/yr)a 7.10E-03 1.52E-02
PBLH (m)b NS 2.60E-01
PRECT (mm/day)c 1.40E-03 5.20E-03
Q (g/kg)d 3.30E-03 NS

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total
Precipitation; d Water Vapor
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Table 7. Correlation between the annual averaged global timeseries of analyzed variables in
SCAM from 1979–1999. Three dimensional variables have been density weighted between the
surface and 280 hPa. Three dimension quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with
Sfc.

Sfc T PBLHa PRECTb Qc LNOd JNO2 Sfc O3 O3 OH CO HNO3

Sfc T x 0.45 0.89 0.88 0.55 –0.75 –0.60 –0.32 0.75 –0.56 0.42
PBLHa x 00.34 00.43 –0.20 –0.41 –0.14 –0.57 0.12 0.10 0.32
PRECTb x 0.91 0.72 –0.80 –0.48 –0.14 0.91 –0.78 0.57
Qc x 0.65 –0.83 –0.64 –0.36 0.88 –0.72 0.50
LNOd x –0.45 –0.43 0.28 0.85 –0.85 0.23
JNO2 x 0.27 0.32 –0.72 0.55 –0.48
Sfc O3 x 0.60 –0.40 0.32 0.17
O3 x 0.08 –0.21 –0.12
OH x –0.91 0.53
CO x –0.41
HNO3 x

a Planetary Boundary Layer Heighta; b Total Precipitation; c Water Vapor; d Source of lightning
odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1
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Table 8. As in Table 7, but for SNCEP.

Sfc T PBLHa PRECTb Qc LNOd JNO2 Sfc O3 O3 OH CO HNO3

Sfc T x 0.04 –0.15 0.79 0.20 –0.40 –0.14 –0.06 0.63 –0.47 0.38
PBLHa x 0.11 –0.05 0.32 –0.48 0.50 0.47 0.36 –0.44 0.40
PRECTb x –0.11 0.48 0.37 0.55 0.49 0.09 0.04 –0.69
Qc x 0.49 –0.28 0.07 0.19 0.81 –0.58 0.35
LNOd x 0.12 0.82 0.88 0.70 –0.51 –0.09
JNO2 x 0.16 0.07 –0.48 0.53 –0.69
Sfc O3 x 0.95 0.41 –0.40 –0.12
O3 x 0.57 –0.53 –0.05
OH x –0.85 0.39
CO x 0.52
HNO3 x

a Planetary Boundary Layer Heighta; b Total Precipitation; c Water Vapor; d Source of lightning
odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1
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Table 9. Correlation coefficient of the time series from the PCA analysis of the globally aver-
aged variable with the globally and annually averaged time series of each variable, with El Nino,
with NAO and with year. The percent of variability (%) explained by each EOF is also given.
Three dimension quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc.

SCAM SNCEP

1st EOF 2nd EOF 1st EOF 2nd EOF

O3 0.23 0.89 –0.74 –0.6
CO 0.8 –0.5 0.87 –0.22
OH –0.94 0.31 –0.94 0.16
HNO3 –0.54 –0.02 –0.41 0.74
Sfc O3 0.58 0.33 –0.64 –0.69
Sfc T –0.89 –0.21 –0.51 0.53
Sfc JNO2 0.85 0.2 0.43 –0.67
LNOa –0.74 0.56 –0.79 –0.51
PBLHb –0.33 –0.74 –0.55 –0.05
PRECTc –0.97 0.04 –0.17 –0.8
Qd –0.97 –0.15 –0.68 0.36
El Nino –0.08 –0.67 0.13 0.01
NAO –0.37 0.32 0.11 0.21
Year –0.58 –0.07 –0.33 –0.67
% 57.0 20.15 42.2 29.5

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen in Tg N yr−1; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total
Precipitation; d Water Vapor
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Table 10. Percent change in variable with percent change in temperature for the SCAM and
SNCEP simulations. Also shown are results for a climate change simulation (see Murazaki and
Hess, 2006) for details of this simulation. See text for further explanation. Three dimension
quantities evaluated at the surface are prefixed with Sfc.

SCAM SNCEP CAM 2090–CAM 1990

O3 −1.2±0.78 NS −1.1±0.3
CO −2.5±0.9 −1.8±0.8 −1.3±0.4
OH 6.2±1.3 6.3±1.8 3.9±0.4
HNO3 3.7±1.8 3.9±2.1 1.7±0.6
Sfc O3 −2.1±0.65 NS −2.3±0.2
Sfc JNO2 −1.2±0.25 −1.1±0.6 NS
LNOa 12±4.1 NS 9.6±2.5
PBLHb 1.3±0.59 NS −0.7±0.1
PRECTc 4.2±0.54 NS 2.5±0.2
Qd 9.0±1.1 7.0±1.2 7.3±0.3

a Source of lightning odd nitrogen; b Planetary Boundary Layer Height; c Total Precipitation;
d Water Vapor
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Figure 1 

Fig. 1. Zonal mean of the relative variability defined as the standard deviation of the monthly
anomalies (the monthly value minus the mean of all years for that month) divided by the mean
for SCAM and SNCEP, respectively: (a) and (e) ozone; (b) and (f) CO; (c) and (g) OH; (d) and
(h) HNO3.
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Figure 2 

Fig. 2. Relative variability defined as the standard deviation of the monthly anomalies (the
monthly value minus the mean of all years for that month) divided by the mean during JJA for
SCAM and SNCEP, respectively: (a) and (e) ozone at 500 hPa; (b) and (f) ozone at the surface;
(c) and (g) CO at 500 hPa; (d) and (h) CO at the surface.
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Figure 3 

Fig. 3. Relative variability defined as the standard deviation of the monthly anomalies (the
monthly value minus the mean of all years for that month) divided by the mean during DJF for
SCAM and SNCEP, respectively: (a) and (e) ozone at 500 hPa; (b) and (f) ozone at the surface;
(c) and (g) CO at 500 hPa; (d) and (h) CO at the surface.
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Figure 4 

Fig. 4. Correlation of ozone with the ozone EOF most correlated with El Niño at 312.5 hPa in
(a) SCAM (the 2nd EOF) and (b) SNCEP (the 1st EOF).
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Figure 5  

Fig. 5. Globally and Tropically (20◦ S–20◦ N) averaged fields for the SCAM and SNCEP simulations. Three dimen-
sional fields are area weighted and averaged over the troposphere using a density weighting, two dimensional fields
are area weighted. Light blue is SNCEP with overlying blue giving the 12 month running average, dark blue is SCAM,
with red giving the 12 month running average. Global and tropical fields, respectively for (a) and (b) temperature; (c)
and (d) precipitation; (e) and (f) water Vapor, (g) and (h) planetary boundary layer height, (i) and (j) NO2 photolysis
rate, (k) and (l) lightning NOx production; (m) and (n) OH, (o) and (p) O3, (q) and (r) Surface O3.
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Figure 5 continued Fig. 5. Continued.
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Figure 6  Fig. 6. Percent change in quantity versus temperature in SNCEP and SCAM. Three dimensional fields are area
weighted and averaged over the troposphere using a density weighting, 2 dimensional fields are area weighted. Fields
for SCAM and SNCEP, respectively for (a) and (b) Precipitation; (c) and (d) Water Vapor; (e) and (f) LNO; (g) and (h)
O3; (i) and (j) CO; and (k) and (l) OH.
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Figure 6 continued Fig. 6. Continued.
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